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Please enter into the record for RDF-22-04 Carelton 

#1     TT 21-06 does not abut any road public or private that existed in 1993 or prior. 

#2  Columbia County Staff redo of TT 21-06 does not qualify RDF 22-04 for a home it does not meet the required 3
parcels. There are no deeds provided.

TT 21-06  "redo" qualified the following dwellings for RDF 22-04 on tax lots 7315 B0 -1800, 1700, 1300, 1600, 1500,
7315 A0- tax lot 0200. 

Tax lot 1800 has adverse possessions of land - by way of fences- upon on tax lot 2500, as documented by RDF 22-04
survey, acknowledgment, documented, and uncontested. Tax lot 1800 also has adverse possession on tax lot 1900
acknowledged, documented, accepted, and uncontested by previous owner legal council. 

Tax lot 1700 is not the original home, it had a PLA recorded, deeds changed and then changed back again for bad
descriptions. not a valid PLA . PLA was initially done because the old house structure was demoed and the new
structure did not meet setback requirements.

Tax lot 1300 had PLA in 1992. That was done in an attempt to qualify tax lot 1600 for a homesite. It became non
conforming 

Tax lot 1600 was an landlocked parcel with an single wide mobile home that caught fire in the 90s, after that fire a
doublewide was approved  for a HARDSHIP. The HARDSHIP had a home occupation approval which led to the
creation of the pole barn auto body shop. That pole barn was only recently (last year or so) converted into a home.
Change of use. Another PLA  was preformed so tax lot 1600 had required frontage to ROW.

Tax lot 1500 has the wrong tax account# listed-  mixed it up with tax lot 1400s tax account#, 
and the best of all 

TAX LOT 7315- A0 tax lot 200. as stated above TT 21-06 rectangle was preformed aligning the rectangle with countys
first penciled location of Homeaway Rd across tax lots 1700, 1701, 1800, 2500, 2501. TT and Rectangle was aligned
to that placement, East of RDF22-04 access easement.  Columbia County staff change their penciled placement of
Homeaways'  location to across tax lots 1901, and 1900, 20 feet west of their first penciled location. Their initial TT
was wrong and the redo is also preformed wrong. If Columbia County aligned the rectangle with their current fantasy
idea of Homeways location - 7315 A0 Tax lot 200 is not within that rectangle.

Thanks,
Dawn Campbell
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